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An exhibition showcasing works developed by Duccio Maria 
Gambi, presenting the groundbreaking “Tempore” rugs designed 
for cc-tapis along with the iconic “Zuperfici” granite sculptures 
and the new “Incal” Calacatta marble creations. A visual journey 
through time which retraces the Tuscan artist’s multidisciplinary 
research into materiality.

MERGE investigates the interaction between nature and art; 
the dynamic synergy of man-made objects confronted with the 
reappropriation of shape and form by nature.

MERGE regenerates, distorts and creates a dialogue between 
Gambi’s Tempore rug collection designed for cc-tapis and his 
art. A conversation where time, matter and craftsmanship merge 
to dissolve into one.

MERGE EXHIBITION

Trained between Radical Design and Milan’s architecture, 
grown up through multiple and heterogeneous experiences 
and professional exchanges in Rotterdam and Paris, Duccio 
approaches Design from a variety of directions. In his projects 
for Galleries, fashion brands and private commissions of 
bespoke furniture, he maintains a research-storytelling approach  
where every work stands as a momentary reflection in endless 
research on structures, materials, processes, which he carries 
on in his atelier and studio in Florence.

DUCCIO MARIA GAMBI



TEMPORE COLLECTION

The Tempore collection was presented for the first 
time at the Salone del Mobile 2022 in Milan and 
now welcomes a new design, “Cumulo”, exclusively 
conceived for the MERGE exhibition at Duplex.

Tempore is a Latin term denoting a temporary 
or provisional period. The starting point for the 
creative process of a collection of hand-knotted rugs  
made of Himalayan wool evoking a temporarily 
interval of time in which the anatomy of each piece  
emerges and dissolves.

Crossing different drawing tools, Duccio Maria 
Gambi was inspired by the graphic structure that was 
generated by the oil pastels and the ballpoint pen.  

Where the pastel stimulates a free, wild and imprecise 
sign, the ballpoint pen pushes towards translation 
and permanent deformation of the two opposite 
entities evolving in four dimensions.

Analyzing the relationship between natural and  
artificial, the Italian designer Duccio Maria Gambi   
evoked the process of disintegration and  
re-appropriation that nature constantly operates 
on the space designed and lived by man. A 
relationship between movement and stillness, 
between growth and decay passing through 
different messages and consistencies living in  
a common permanent unit.



LAPSE 3   Himalayan wool  230 X 300cm

MEMORIAE   Himalayan wool  190 X 300cm

PULSE   Himalayan wool  250 X 270cm

CUMULO   Himalayan wool  230 X 300cm



ZUPERFICI COLLECTION

Zuperfici is a collection of furniture pieces and 
objects that investigates the materiality of an object 
through its surfaces.

The starting point is the plastic laminate, a very thin 
layer of artificial material that changes and hides  
the structure onto which it is applied.

Duccio Maria Gambi transposes blocks of Luserna 
stone from a plain and mineral essence to a 
domesticated object defined in its function by its 
surface material.

Through this operation the surface is given a different 
meaning, becoming coveted through it’s alteration.



2022 
Granite, plastic laminate 
25X17,5XH26

2021 
Granite, plastic laminate 
43X65XH57

2019 
Granite, quaderna plastic laminate 
63X46XH37

2022 
Granite, brushed aluminum laminate 
42X48XH61

2022 
Granite, plastic laminate 
17X13XH26

2022 
Granite, plastic laminate 
17X13XH26

2022 
Granite, plastic laminate 
25X17,5XH26

ZUPERFICI SIDE TABLE

ZUPERFICI VASE ZUPERFICI VASE ZUPERFICI VASE ZUPERFICI SCULPTURE

ZUPERFICI SIDE TABLE ZUPERFICI SIDE TABLE



INCAL COLLECTION

INCAL, a new collection launched for the first time 
at Duplex, with the presentation of its first two 
works: sculptures which continue to blur the lines 
of functionality and art, expanding Duccio Maria 
Gambi’s research into the nature of materials.

After selecting marble offcuts, Duccio Maria Gambi 
chooses to work specifically on the cut surface of the 
marble. He engraves lines and textures into the newly 
created artificial and flat area, coloring parts of it to 
elevate and reinforce the rational and determined 
aspect of the work. He emphasizes the contrast 

between the original raw and rocky part of the stone 
that becomes a border to the newly introduced 
graphic surface.

The offcut enters a vortex where time is not 
present, where the existing fragment appears  
to be a broken part of a bigger and undefined  
structure. A contemporary ruin, a rationalized block 
of stone accepting its irregular shape, merging 
once again with nature and with the shadow of a  
nameless culture.



2022 
Calacatta marble and acrylic. Painted iron and led source 
50X110X117

INCAL LIGHTING SCULPTURE INCAL SCULPTURE

2022 
Calacatta marble and acrylic 
25X25X36



The cabinet of curiosities, a precious resource for interior 
designers, architects, and collectors alike. Duplex is a New York 
based design boutique engaged with the world’s most iconic 
design brands, groundbreaking talents, and master artisans; all 
of whom offer a surrealistic take on form and function. Its founder, 
Patrizio Chiarparini brings a curatorial approach to the selection 
of the object’s Duplex offers, with the goal of providing clients 
with a sophisticated, unexpected range of pieces.

cc-tapis is an Italian company which produces contemporary 
handmade rugs which are created in Nepal by expert Tibetan 
artisans. The company’s eco-friendly approach to every 
step of production, ranging from the hand spinning of the 
softest Hymalayan wool to the use of purified rainwater for  
the washing of the final products, makes each one of the  
cc-tapis rugs unique.
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